STICKER HAIR APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
This Guide is intended for licensed hairdressers only.
There are just a few simple rules to the application of Sticker Hair—you will find it fun,
fast and very easy.
STEP 1 Should always be a consultation with your client to find out which service of
extensions is best for her/his life style.
STEP 2 Hair should be washed and clarified to prepare the hairs’ surface so that the
adhesive will stick properly.
STEP 3 NO CONDITIONER should ever be used after clarifying the hair as it will cause
the adhesive to not stick properly.
STEP 4 Dry hair thoroughly, any moisture left in the hair will cause improper
application of sticker hair.
STEP 5 (Refer to back of sticker hair package for photos of application of sticker hair
if needed). Section hair in 1 inch parting beginning at the back of the nape to
add length. Respect the ½ inch parting around the hairline so that sticker tabs
cannot be seen.
STEP 6 Begin by taking the same size width and thickness of half the sticker tab, place
the tab underneath the bottom of your parting and place down ½ inch away
from scalp. (Sticker tabs must always be ½ inch away from the scalp. It will be
very uncomfortable for the client to sleep with them next to their scalp) your
hand should always be held down so that the hair lies down with natural flow
and growth of hair.
STEP 7 Close the tab and take your sticker hair pliers and press down firmly to make
connection to other side of sticker and push out any air. (Without the pliers
stickers may not stick together, they must be used).
STEP 8 Continue on by brick laying each sticker and take at least 1 inch parting
between rows.
STEP 9 Always give client a guide to take home on how to care for their new hair.
CAUTION: Do not use sticker hair on ultrafine fine thin hair. This can cause breakage
because sticker hair is heavier than fusion hair.

